
Town Meeting 

4/24/18 

 

Chair: Jacob 

Co-chair: Rylee 

Secretary: Henry 

 

Precursors: 

SAB 

Staff meeting 

Class meetings 

Announcements: 
Cupcake Map of the World 

Night of Rock-band room next week 

Crystal Skies this Fri+Sat 

Art Exhibition 

Motions: 

Allocation: 



First time in long time with less allocation 

than previous year 

We have asked for additional .6 

Each class is .1 or .2 

Full-time is 1.0 

Departments proposed cuts 

Proposal for this is to decide which classes 

will be added back in if we are allotted 

additional allocation 

Last thursday the “Allocation Committee” 

met and did an excellent job of choosing 

what to cut 

Current proposal leaves us even, hoping for 

.6 back 

Ballot of classes we hope 

Ballot: 

.2 back in fine arts: 2 classes .1 each 

.2 back in social studies elective 

.1 outside teacher and .1 fine arts 



.2 outside teacher 

Fine arts explain which 2 courses? 

Original proposal to cut .3 

Art, threatre, orchestra 

 

We will attract a better teacher for Jeff’s 

position if they’re offered a 1.0 and we will 

have a good middle school elective 

Challenge of choosing between strong 

options 

Outside teacher are helping hypothetical 

people not real live in the flesh HB teachers 

If we do not add the elective then we might 

be stuck with .8 

Outside teacher funding very important to 

art department so 

Another full time TA is very good 

Another elective is benefit to fine arts 



Outside teacher also impacts fine arts 

strongly 

All of these are very difficult as they impact 

a wide range of the school 

How does outside teacher money vs .2 

straight to fine arts help? 

Both have a significant benefit but the .2 for 

fine arts is a more direct impact to the 

teachers 

Uncertainty affects choice, why vote now 

over waiting 

“Pretty optimistic” over getting .6 more 

 

Discussions: 

 

 

 

 


